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Magnetic water treatment as a tool to increase
lifetime of drinking water systems and to enhance
energy efficiency in water systems
Posted on 2015-04-29 by martti.latva
The magnetic water treatment (MWT) is an important alternative to the chemical
treatment both in preventing scale formation and in detaching already formed
scale in industrial water systems, in heating boilers, in hot water systems and
even in drinking water systems.
Due to the fact that the heat transfer in hot water systems will be decreased
because of the formation of scale, scale increases energy consumption and
operating costs remarkably.
In drinking water systems scale increases clocking of pipes, corrosion of pipe
materials and formation of biofilms.

One objective of this research was to study Bauer Watertechnology’s MWTdevice in typical drinking water systems and compare impacts of MWT on two
different pipe materials, i.e. copper and PEX (cross-linked polyethylene).
Second objective was to study the impact of installation of magnetic water
treatment device in old existing real-life water system and compare both
qualities of water and structures of inner surfaces of pipes after installation of
MWT with the situation before installation. Hence, both water samples and pipe
samples were collected and analyzed in this Living Lab -research.
However, different MWT systems’ operational principles differ from each other
and the performance of particular system is dependent on, e.g., duration of
exposure and field strength, gradient, rate of change, and orientation along or
perpendicular to flow.
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RESULTS
It was shown in the pilot scale water distribution system that the commercial
MWT device clearly limits the precipitation of CaCO3 on to the inner surfaces of
pipelines.
Besides, corrosive water with low carbonate/sulfate –ratio (approximately 0.5)
has been flown over ten years in the pipelines of old existing water system and
clear positive impact of Bauer Watertechnology’s MWT on earlier formed
corrosion products was observed.
After one year of use huge portion of the corrosion products were detached.
This result is supported by the research done in 1975, where The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) tested magnetically treated
water for corrosion rates of steel corrosion coupons.
Corrosion rates of 1 to 50 mils/year were obtained using chemical inhibitors and
corrosion rates of 0.0 mils/year were obtained for the magnetically treated
water.
Scientific article is going to be published.

EFFECTS
In Nordic countries water quality has typically low alkalinity and low pH and due
to that the ratio between carbonate and sulfate quite often remains below 1.
In Sweden there is a recommendation that this ration should be above one and
often extra water treatment is needed to fulfill this criteria.
On the contrary, in several places water contains high amounts of calcium
creating conditions where especially in warm water systems calcium
precipitates onto the inner surfaces of pipes and other parts of water systems.
According to this study in both of these cases magnetic water treatment
provides a solution to decrease drawbacks caused by the water quality.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
In this study a clear positive impact of Bauer Watertechnology’s MWT on
corrosion existing in old copper pipelines was seen in spite of the fact that exact
mechanisms are not known.
There most likely exist differences in the impact of MWT between different
materials. More studies are needed to find out the exact mechanisms of MWT
on corrosion.
Based on these results more studies also in the real water systems needs to be
taken place but already it can be pointed out that the use of MWT would be
advantageous in the real-estate plumbing systems utilizing hot water as well as
in the drinking water systems.
Furthermore, by decreasing scaling in heating boilers MWT devices will give
remarkable energy savings.
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